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1.

Obsk:rvation5 2 1::0;:od

for broader application:. G3nerali-ations fror.: sue:, c,:perie"ce.; should be instru.2-

tive for programs directed to Spanish publi:s here and ih Latin Americo.

The student of programs addressed to Latin American publics hears that problems and

failures in connection with those programs are brought about by cultural differences.

ampirical moven to identify impacts of culturall related variables in transfer of

public administration tach:.iques from one 2ulturo to another should be of interest

to Latin Americanists coriparati-e Progra.ms addressci

to Mexican-i'.mericans offer special opyDrulni,,ia io 3,,u1, of adus',:ments in the

face of attitudes ond identifie.7_ with a sul:culture may not

be resisting the melting pot ideal.
2

1

In attending to public adminiztration aspects of programs involving

Mexican-Americans, the writer does not wish to downcxaLe neel for other study of

propxams directed to other minorities - An element of person:a choice enters into

ary research focus, and it is hoped that researchers -dill deal with public adminis-

tration and ether aspects of a variety of minorit,, -orieLted progr-uns. Some reasons for

+Remarks by Dean Orlando Fals Borda, Faculty of Sociology, national University,
Colombia, point to broad differences in this connection. Fair,- Borda comments on P parer
by Frank Tannenbaum of Columbia University: "It appears . . . that Professor Tannenbaum
would wish the peoples of countries striving to become of age, to set up, as their goal,
public administration in a country such as the United States, where public administra-
tion has been technically developed in accordance with the people's own cultural mood.
This way of doing things, he says, should, in general terms, increase administrative
efficiency. We know, however, that, even within the context of North American civiliza-
tion, efficiency in government administration is often elusive_. . . . Latin Americun
culture seems to demand that alternatives to the existing forms of government and admin-
istration be studied. Undoubtedly Professor Tannenbaum is correct in suggesting and we
follow the ,ey to representative democracy as practiced in the United States and some other
countries. It seems unnecessary to recall how far away we (Latin Americans) still are
from this form of government, even if we agree that it is valuable and desirable. But,
wouldn't it be sensible, given our present stage of development, to make an endeavor to
select, from our own traditions and customs, some special forms of democratic government?
Orlando Fals Borda, "Comment," in Martin Kriesberg (ed.), Public Administration in De:
veloping Countries: Proceedings of an International Conference Held in713ozoti Columbia
April 15-21, 1963. (Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1.75), pp. 143-74.--

2The writer goes in more detail into possibilities of culturally related attitudes
and opinions in "Minority Attitudes and Opinions that Have Impacts on Administration of
Minority-Oriented Programs," Paper read before panel of Pacific Chapter American Associa-

tion for Public Opinion Research, Asilomar, California, March 4, 1972.



concentrating on Mexican,;mericans will be discussed below. Among other things, this

paper will consider advantages of that focus at the present time. This paper will

discuss possible differences between majoritPrian and minority attitudes and

opinions. That discussion will provide Lacl:,:rou;-.d for end2avors to ide.atify cen-

tral problems in connection with precmms infolving minorities. Lastl-, there will

be a presentation of some reconmendel points of focus to serve as a guide for future

research in this area. Attention will be L;ircn thriur:hout Lpplicstions for

Spanish-speaking and other clienteles.

As an overall approach toward stud ing linority-oriented programs, the

researcher can look for ways in which perceived cultural differences have measurable

impacts on administration and the administrator. This should not exclude considera-

tion of old wives' tales nor myths that arc believed to have impacts in those pro-

grams. We can not say at present that such considerations do not have implications

for administration of programs addressed to Spanish-speaking clienteles, nor more

generally for a range of domestic and internationol programs.

Background Considerations

In view of previous personal orientation toward public administration

theory and practice, the writer will concentrate on public administration aspects

of programs directed to Spanish-speaking publics. The ultimate aim is the making

of desirable adjustments in administrative structures and techniques. The writer':

immediate concern with Mexican-American programs centers on possible differences be-

tween attitutes and opinions of mainstream as against Spanish-speaking clienteles.



Such possibilities will be ap2roached by first preso-ting .302,a general background

materials. This will be initiated by discussion of the "public administration main-

stream.

It is submitted that one broad assumption can be identified with that main-

stream. This assumption is along the 2ollowing lines: public administration of

new programs is characterized by a more or less normal process of growth, development,

and improvement involving learning from past mistakes. Much discussion in the public

administration literature deals with relative merits of ways to accelerate that

process. The literature is interested, for example, in techniques of trial and error

and other empirical and systems methodologies. Chief departures from that mainstream

emphasis are associated with a body of criticisms coming for the most part from

minority activists and New Administration people.

The writer wishes to concentrate on criticism deriving from Mexican-

4
American and Chicano activistas. Chicanos especially may be viewed as a rich source

of new and different perspectives, particularly in connection with public administra-

tion of programs addressed to barrio publics. With the help of a State of California

Innovative Research grant, a group of students is drafting ray.er4_als to attract young

people to the public service. Chicano members of that group, some of whom are oriented

simultaneously to (1) Movimiento philosophy and (2) advantages of public administration

careers, tell of inner wrestling over ways of satisfying antiestablishment goals, and

3The "mainstream" and "establishment" can not of course be identified as
unitary, homogeneous entities. Certain functional characteristics and gestalts, however,
do have impacts on administrators in minority-oriented programs. It should be useful to
make gereralizations about those impacts. This is not to say that given administrators
in minority-oriented as well as other programs will not at times be found behaving con-

trary to those generalizations.

4
For purposes of the present paper, ''Mexican - American" will be used broadly.

"Chicano" will refer to Movimiento leaders, now usually youthful--in spirit if not
always in age--who feel that relatively direct means must be taken to advance the

people of La Raza. Rightly or wrongly, the writer feels there is not agreement at the

present time, among people in the United States of Mexican descent, concerning use

of those terms.



achieving, at the same time, satisfactions from working within established frameworks.
5

Learnings from minority-oriented ?rograms involving Mexican-Americans in

the Southwest will hopefully have implications for training administrators for domes-

tic and international programs. 'There seem to be relationships between learnings from

international programs and applications for minority clienteles here at home. James

E. Grunig, for example, speaks of connections between findings from Peace Corps pro-

jects in Colombia and research on community social action agencies in Montgomery County,

Maryland.
6

1. Areas of possible differences between mainstream and minority publics.

As background for constructive steps for research addressed to above kinds of programs,

three areas should be considered when asking whether minority attitudes and opinions

diverge meaningfully from those of mainsc.ream publics. Next paragrap'is will look

to mainstream attitudes in connection with the following subjects: change, error, and

function of new programs.

A. Change. The writer wishes to make the following generalization about

a broad outlook toward change on the part of the public administration mainstream:

5A Faculty Grant from the California State University and Colleges:
"Attracting Minority and Other Youth to the Public Service," Plans and materials for

an integrated program. Los Angeles: 1971. In the grant application, the writer goes
into subjects like relating such materials to a regional public administration training
program oriented both to needs of governmental agencies and minority publics. The reader

recognizes that the idea that a young person works most effectively for change when he
works from within is not without controversy. Many minority youths, including those
who may have most to offer such programs, would not agree. Their argument is that
the young person and the minority group have too much to lose in this process. Com-

promises and adjustments, in their view, lead to "becoming the enemy"--as Pogo would
put it. The writer feels that careful research into attitudes, b:-haviors, and pro-
grammatic changes associated with various alternatives taken by young people will have
most to say about relative merits of such arguments and counterarguments.

6Comments by James E. Grunig, "Organizational Communication and Social Action,"
Paper read before panel of Conference of International Communication Association, Atlanta,
Georgia, April 19, 1972.
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in the previously cited mainstream attitude toward growth, development, and improve-

ment, change tends to be evaluated against a first function of conserving givens

within presently existing structures. New experiences tend to be appraised, by the

mainstream administrator, against that criterion of keeping the substance of what

already exists, although he may be open to making modifications of accidentals of that

basic structure.

it seems desirable to find ways to break out of this outlook toward change

if we are to make the most of new change alternatives deriving from minority critics.

Mainstream public administrationists can concentrate on ways to expedite that breaking

out. These include promoting of questioning of present givens or essentials in

present structures. Minority critics can be helpful in this process to the extent to

which they are inclined to question such assumptions.

(1) That promoting of questioning of assumptions and (2) broad changes in

attitude toward the role of change itself are not easy for the public administrationist

whose own history seems to reinforce present assumptions within the mainstream culture.

In interviewing practitioners and academicians, the writer observes another mainstream

attitude which seems to complement the above general outlook toward change. This

second attitude is sometimes expressed in the following way: "There may be need for

changes in tne face of minority needs, but the most important adjustments will have

to come from minorities themselves. "7 This is described by some interviewees as

movement in the direction of consensus. In the writer's view, a more useful concept

of consensus includes a different kind of openness to change on the part of mainstream

decisionmakers.

TA Faculty Grant from the California State University, Fresno State College
Foundation: "Alternative Courses of Action for Involving Mexican-Americans in Governmental
Processes, Plans and Materials for an integrated Program," a Two-Year exploratory
project. Fresno, Calif.: 1970.



3. Error. sre' m,insbreaL.

minority attitudes a,d :pihic,s to 1,rec.a

outlook toward error may Le described as ni!gative in c^aracter, in:olving the notion

that error must be avoided. Thus mainstream pople sometimes experience a kind of

shock when error is encountered I.:. conneoticn with minority-oriented programs. ."A

different outlook is observed frem the di:ection of mi-orit: lnd nonmain-.tream

publies. This jt:r:OLL -iew mint b2 ie=1:.7ed as out.loo tord 2r-or.

Here, error is soi.4g a2.1;,;-, fricus now o 0 1r. f:.om

error so chcncca can be mode.

1,03e-sn:snt c: vticr he i.- 1..d in the rbove pAarit../ of outloos Lowr

error should be helpful 14., the re3t_fs.rcr W:.,0 wishes to 2et rot out of ;.at c:n

be learned from minori.-oriencu pre:n-3. ITIat as33n.:.2nt should help the inain,stre;.m

person deal more effecti-i,..tk wih ulicr2seen 1.)re7kdowns in pro:mms

addressed to clienteles wlo are ideltificd, cr wrongly, with subultures

that are viewed as diverging from 1,h2 mai-rtroar4. Undorstanling of tJe abo-e second

outlook toward error 31,ould researc'n2r 'oetber bo.;e for ide.itifying soure,,s.

of error the purpose of preventing and evercomir: ,:eleterious effects. This

should be useful, for e;:ample, for the purlio3e of moving away from simplistic "devil

theory" explanations that plague reactions to outcomes of programs addressed to Latin

American clienteles. Probl,ms involving above kihas of :,ttitudes toward error seem

to enter into breakdowns both in Alian;:apara Pro'_-reso-type programs, and poverty and

social actions programs here at home.

C. Attitude toward new programs. A 1,hird area of possibl:: discrepancy be-

tween mainstream and minority attitudes and opinions pertains to places wherein

can capitalize on above, more flexible concepts regarding change and error. People

brought up through mainstream public administretion backgrounds are not always inclined



to view new programs as a chief source of new learnings. At worst, such programs

are threatening although at the same time they may be deemed necessary. The writer

feels that both minority and nonminority people who become intimately involved with

such programs tend to become more flexible with respect to additional ways to break

out of mainstream concepts. Those people are more inclined, for example, to look

to such programs for concrete new alternatives for sharing decision making with

community publics.

This discrepancy in outlook toward implications of divergent new programs

seems related to the above-cited desire of mainstream people to conserve givens within

present structures. The mainstream-criented person might look to new programs for

new ways to modify those givens, for example for the purpose of better meeting clientele

needs. In the more flexible view associated with minority attitude and opinions, on

the other hand, new programs are looked to az a source of alternatives for making

basic changes in a range of present assumptions.

The program planner who wishes OD take advantage of this second, more open

outlook can work toward identification of useful sources of criticism of present

assumptions. He can look to people who have different associations with minority-

oriented programs. This kind of seeking constitutes a useful starting point even

if it be found that minority-oriented programs move in broad establishmentarian

directions. Careful identification of input sources that are productive in above

terms should lead to techniques to evaluate (J) relative effectiveness of contribu-

tions from various sources, and (2) programmatic outcomes of given alternatives.

2. Minority-oriented programs: basicallz different or basically similar?

Above discussion is tied to a broad question which may be put in the following way:

is administration of minority-oriented programs basically different or basically



similar compared to other programs: 1,1thouzi. ue easerve dicussion of ,,:fiat are

said to be culturally related attitudes and opinions in this connection, there is not

yet a body of substantive research on real-life impacts of such variables in day-to-

day operations in minority-oriented programs.

One approach will be to pin down discrete impacts on behaviors of the ad-

ministrator in the minority-oriented agency. It be instructive to find data

on how day-to-day operations of that administrator are different and similar compared

to those of administrators in nonminority programs. In another place the writer has

gone into greater detail concerning five specific topics that can be studied further

from the viewpoint of uhether they in:olve culturally related attitudes and opinions.

Those topics arc: (a) notions regarding time an,A time manaNment; (b) views on im-

portance of media shills, symaols, crit2ria, i standerds; (c) concepts of responsi-

bilities to community as agL.inst other pl:Uies; (3) -iews on relative is of the

quantitative vs. the qualitative; and (e) notions about importance of word-oriented

9
rules and forms.

Those topics can first be studied eithin contexts of programs addressed

to two major minorities: blacks and Spanish-speaking publics. Programs involving

Mexican-Americans are located largely in the Southwest. In atud7,...ing these and other

minority-oriented programs, research addressed to the above five topics should

deal with the basic question of whether administration of those programs is basically

different or basically similar compared to other programs. The above-mentioned related

3
Becker and Geer discuss general problems relating to transfer between cultural

and organizational roles. Howard J. Dec::er and Manche Ceer, "Latent Culture: I, Note

on the Theory of Latent Social Roles,' ,Iiministrntive Science 4uarterly, Vol. 5, No. 2

(September, 1960), pp. 305-13.

9
Franc, "Minority i.ttitudes . . . ," pp. 2-9.
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question of whether minority - oriented pror:rs turns in establishmentarian [Ii-

rections also seems tc enter into this problem. Identification of specific junctures

at which those turns occur or do not occur should be instructive.

Another area of possible questions has to do with what S.M. Miller et al

call "creaming the poor." DJ this is mean a tendency to bring to the surface those

leadership elements in the poor community have most in common with the nonminority

establishment. Those people are sv.i to 1)c re;Jardad with moaey and 3t.itu3, with an

effect of their re= frx. up302!;t:.L:± :er :10:'n1:_cful chance:, for the

benefit of the poor. 10 .2 uc net .cie .31.1.,st'inti'ie data on exuents to which

this concept of creaming is ;Llid or 1,-,7Llid. i:,-Ton if this process be validated

empirically, this is not the same 3..; sayi. it 13 planned, directed, intcnaed, or

even conscious on the part of co,,allis:--men1;arian C,eci3ionmahers.11 Apart from

whether this creaming process be folidoted or ii:.alidated, the above broad problem

of differences vs. similarities 301.13 to a control question which will have to be

addressed by the researcher.

3. The Mexican-American-oriented_proETam as a laboratory. The writer will

now consider one last background area before remaining sections deal with specific

problems and recommended points of focus for research on administration of Mexican-

American-oriented programs. The next two paragraphs will address the concept of

the minority program as a laboratory. This will be followed by specific consideration

of Mexican-American programs from that perspective.

10S.M. Miller, Pamela Roby, and Alwine A. do Vos van Steenuijk, "Creaming
the Poor," Transaction (June, 1970), pp. 39-45.

1/Interpretations to the effect "they are plotting against us" may lead to
problems for the social science researcher who uishes to remain objective when he
studies such experiences. Subjectivity in those interpretations tends to become more
intense as interviewees are found toward both extremes of the establishment-antiestab-
lishment continuum.
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A. Concept of a laboratory. Toa.y's minority-oriented programs can

be conceived of as basically of a laboratory nature in view of above opportunities

for exploring new alternatives. The experimentally-mindalresearcher can look to

such programs for measurement of effects of programmatic, personality, stylistic,

technique, and other input variables. Data about those effects should take on

additional meaning as minorities increasingly participate in American political

process.

One example of increasing participation in public process can be cited.

In the San Joaquin Valley to-an of Parlier, a college student activista was recently

elected mayor. This young man is experiencing problems in his efforts to build con-

sensus with the town's Anglo business and farming interests. He reports that to date

chief helps in that direction have to do l'ith getting federal grants, particularly

those perceived as benefiting all factions in the town.
12

A cataloging of experiences

in Farlier as well as those associated with ether instances of increasing minority

participation throughout the country seems due. That kind of information will pro-

vide a logical base for efforts to generalize from such experiences. That information

should be useful for extrapolating principles that may have applications for compara-

tive administration theory.
13

B. Attention to Mexican-American-oriented procrams. Although a greater

number of public programs in this country is directed to blacks, Mexican-American-

oriented programs also mcit attention in vies of special opportunities for learning

12Interview with Andrew Benites, Mayor of City of Parlier, California,
September 24, 1972.

13
As additional Mexican-ALerican students are trained in behariorn1 science

methodology more contributions in this direction can be expected. The writ,:i supervised
a Chicano graduate student who used an attitudinal questionnaire to get at ways in which
the administrator of Mexican descent can involve community publics in planning phases
of a minority-oriented public agency. See Joseph R. Rocha, "Mexican-Americans in Govern-
ment: A Study of Attitudinal Differentiations withih the Mexican-American Community in
the Implementation of Action Programs to Incorporate Mexican-Americans into the Planning
Process," (unpublished Master's Thesis, California State University, Fresno, California,
1972).
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about adjustments in connection with groups perceied as reflecting divergent, cultur-

ally related attitudes and opinions. The writer feels that some of this uniqueness

has to do with greater toleration, by mainstream publics, in view of cultural diff-

erences believed to be associated with Mexican-Americans. This toleration seems to

be greater with respect to Spanish-speaking publics than obtains for black subcultures.

This toleration may be partly explained by greater acceptance of crican

families' desire to speak Spanish, as against expcctations th,tt black families speak
7

English. Part of this may also ha:e to -o brv:,a. accepL.nce on the part oi

mainstream publics, albeit -_,pparentL ccudging, cf di2f.3ren,:es associ,:ted

with nearby Spanish-speaking countriei like Mexico Lnd Puerto Rico. Mtitudes in

these connections ,:pparently oy other factors, such as those having

to do with reactions to recent expressions of Chicon:ism° and the like.

The reader will hopefully viA4 abo-c points at leas-.. -L3 arguments that

can be tested out by empiricrl data -,atheridg. The driter 1. certainly not saying

that such views on the part of mrinl,ream publicJ are Lorall,y correct. The attempu

here simply is to provide npeculative 7.:,30 for :eller understanding of present and

future trends in administration of ,Anority-orientea programs.

The writer also submits thrt element of timing gir,es a special flavor

to present opportunities for studying prosrams directed to exiean-Americans. One

might say there is a kind of ripeness, in Lhe air today, in view of questioning of

long-standing assumptions in the melting rodel. and Puerto Rican-

associated subcultures soon particularly co benefit frm this now openness. This may

be added to by broad empathies, on the part of mainstream publics, invol':ing sentimental

14
notions of the picturesque -lnd romant,ie in Mexico and Puerto Rico. Such sentiments

are perhaps less strongly held in the second instance.

14
Such sentiments may reflect some illusions on the part of American observers.

The Mexican novelist Carlos Fuentes and others point to another harsh reality orienta-
tion in the Mexican culture which may have Spanish, Indian, and Moorish origins. He

suggests that this runs deeper and is more telling than superficial indications of
formal Spanish romanticism and idealism. See Carlos Fuentes, The Death of Artemio
Cruz(l(NT7lork: The Noonday Press, 1964) .
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These last points, like other arguments in the present section on background

considerations, should give the reader a better base for viewing remaining portions

of this pe er. Above arguments also have implications for dealing with questions

about relative met .)f irking to preserve cultural identity as against moves to

assimilate into mainstream cultures. This last questicn is only being mentioned in

the present paper. The one comment the writer wishes to add is to the effect that

this last issue is controversial and stressful, particularly for a number of Chicano

spokesmen.

one Concept of a Central Problem: Need for Listening

Again, the reader is not asked to agree with preceding arguments if they

can not be supported by data. Above discussion is intended as an outline for kinds

of questions that will help organize research on programs involving Mexican-American

and other minorities. That discussion should provide background for endeavors, in

next paragraphs, to focus on central problems in connection with administration of

minority-oriented programs. Correct identification of central problems will hopefully

be accompanied by new techniques for breaking out of restrictions deriving from un-

desirable assumptions in mainstream theory and practice.

The writer is particularly interested in gathering new inputs from Mexican-

American and Chicano spokesmen. One way by which the traditionally-oriented public

administrationist sometimes breaks out of above restrictions is by confrontration

with Chicano activistas. But if that same person comes to feel that changes should

be made, it is also sometimes found that the changes of which he is thinking are of a

surface nature and work chiefly to help the presently constituted system maintain

its same assumptions. If listened to carefully, Chicano spokesmen are raising serious

questions about basic assumptions, values, and priorities. Chicano academicians en-

deavored to ask such questions, for example, at a Western Political Science Association
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panel, "Ethnic Socialization in the West," chaired by Ralph Guzm6, on March 24, 1972.15

On this and other occasions, nonminority discussants evince difficulties of listening

to and hearing those messages as they are being sent.

This situation leads to what the writer sees as a central problem in this

broad area, one involving listening to and hearing what minority people are

actually saying. To the extent that such breakdowns do obtain, then nonminority

observers will have to open themselves for the purpose of more effective listening

to and hearing (this does not necessarily mean agreeing with) what is being said by

critics of present concepts. The writer makes the assumption that listening and

hearing per se constitute healthy steps. Those steps do not guarantee but should

increase likelihood of opening people up to interplay of new change elements that

hopefully will work to the benefit of minority-oriented programs.

In broad terms, the objective of the kind of listening espoused here is

to give a better base for making changes in programs involving publics perceived

as reflecting culturally related attitudes and opinions diverging from those of

the American mainstream. Above kinds of input sources should be useful for pre-

venting breakdowns in programs addressed to Latin American publics. The aim

in the latter case is to combine the best of American inputs with insights from

local grass-root sources. Emphasis on the above kind of listening when imple-

menting Latin American-directed programs should provide inputs, in turn, about new

techniques that can be brought back to our shores for applications for a range of

minority-oriented and other social action programs.

To help understand the above problem of listening, some generalizations

about blocks to listening are in order. Blocks in this connection are dysfunctional

15Papers were presented by F. Chris HernElndez and the writer. The reader's
attention is directed to an early artiatby GuzmAn which gives an excellent background
for understanding present trends in the Mexican-American scene. Ralph Guzman,
"Politics and Policies of the Mexican-American Community," in Eugene P. Dvorin and
Arthur J. Misner (eds.), California Politics and Policies (Reading, Mass: Addison-
Wesley Publishing Company, 1966), pp. 350-85.



for programs addressed to Mexican-American and other minority publics. One such

block appears to have to do with a broad attitude which may be identified with

the public administrationist mainstream today, whether coming from practitioner or

academician. To put that outlook in a useful conceptual framework, the writer

here submits that one overriding assumption is part and parcel of the public admin-

istration mainstream today. This may be called Grand Assumption One and goes somewhat

as follows: people with more experience in presently constituted public adminis-

tration processes have more to offer in the way of inputs for ways of improving

present systems. This has two corollaries: (1) for the purpose of making improve-

ments in present systems, minority participants in present processes have most to

offer, and (2) for the purpose of making improvements in present systems, minority

nonparticipants in present processes have less to offer.

Recommended Points of Research Focus

Discussion to this point has addressed problems connected with minority-

oriented programs by attempting to focus on a central need for listening to minority

spokesmen. In order to help deal with above blocks to that listening, the writer

will now present some specific points of research focus that should be kept in

mind as we investigate techniques to improve public administration of programs

involving Mexican-Americans. These points will hopefully have broader meaning

for other clienteles who are also perceived as expressing culturally related

attitudes and opinions diverging from the American mainstream.

It is submitted that three points of focus will help organize research on

programs involving minority publics. Programs involving Eexican-Americans can be

the first subject of such research. Applications from that research will hopefully

obtain more broadly for transfer of useful techniques to programs directed to (1)

other Spanish-speaking clienteles here and in Latin American, and (2) other clienteles

here and abroad.
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1. Research ad,lre3sej tc the f..tr--,.1m.LniJtrtor. One deol.ble research

focus has to do with better understclAli_j boilyiors of r.dmin.Lstraters who work

optimally in minority-oriented programs. The writer's present research emphasis

attaches to devices to prepare Mexican-American entry-administrators for effective

roles in such programs.
16

Of particular interest are characteristics of Lhe Chicano

entry-administrator who works to optimiz satisfactions in situations of conflicting

demands deriving from his c-Tency, cemmuni, pu.:aic3, and 1Jroader publics. In this

same vein, the writer is endeavoring to gather data on how that administrator works

to overcome deleterious effect!: of the carliJr ircoc,s 02 "creaming the

poor."

another int:,reE,Lines prcbl-n is encouAL,ereu 1 co.,neion h ot entr:y-

ajministrator. This r:,1P-tes ,o the fi2.;t covoll:ry fL.om 21-viou:;

L;ive:1 cn-,.ers sic: agenc7, he L.v be OVC-2.:3!;,2CMCC, in

the sense that he is too relied rs havin: tc sa n' out cor:-.unity problems.

This and other problems point to :12ed for a.:::.iric=1 concernin3 r17,tionships

between (a) input personality and oth.:r varir2blas, and (b) cu.;put per-

formances within frameworks of conflicting demands. Those ,lota should also help

us deal with questions abou-, identifying types c2 administrators who con

most usefully be looked to for inputs for oni,itzl administration of given minoriLy-

oriented programs.

The writer is interested in explorilz techniques for training entry-

administrators of Mexican descent to (a) o)timize satisfactions of community interes,,s,

and at the same time (b) work within troditional pnClic Ldministration frameworks. A.

16
As yet there is not substontive litcrnture on such c;:pariences. For a

broad picture of some of the problems in pro:rams to date, Lilo writer recommends the

following: "National Apprentice Program: Unfinished Business," ilonthly Labor Revie-q,

Vol. 87, No. 6 (June, 1964), pp. b25-32; School ond Society, Vol. 96, No. 230 January
20, 1968), p. 39; "Opening Doors to Opportunity," Nation's Business, Vol. 5u, No. 4
(April, 1970), pp. 43-52; and "Retooling Our Mvnpower,' Saturdily Review, Vol. 54, No.
4 (January 23, 1971), p. 40 ff.



fac4ty grant is helping facilizate 2__ath.:.rIng of prelimi-r, infcrmation in these

connections .17 To date consilerasle ii:eraiLy is encoueterea, in reastins fror,

Chicanos representing a range of i-Jeologies, regarainc. iesiraole ways to prepare

and train the effective Mexican-American entry-aiministrftor.1)

2. One concept of th2t role: a dual commitment. From working toward

training programs to prepare entry-qdministrators of Yexican descent to become

optimal in above terms, the writer feel.; we should lcsk to a type of person who

might be descrioed as ekhi'_itin a dual commitmen: th-t ali:inistrator has inti-

mate contact with movimiento 'rfolAc):, ideole-_;ies; he is _13c intimately iniolvca-

with the discipline of public aiministration training. It will not be opined here

where and how such training shouli .,Tether underj_Taduate or

graduate schools or in °tiler plac,:3, is s2ems that that training should be re-

inforced by SOM.? kind of meanin-,ful internship 2xperienc2. From the writer's

experience with Chicano students 'dho exhi"eit the above dual commitment, those two

orientations do not have to be mutu211 ner;ating.

The reader might question whether focus on this dual commitment is

all that critical. Whether or not need for such focus c'..] be empirically verified,

the writer feels that from a brod point of 'low we shoulJ work to identify

personality and behavioral vari2bles that enter into effective administration

in connection with minority-oriented programs. Data will be interesting, for example,

17Faculty Grant . . . , loc. cit.

1Cp
In speaking with minority representatives about plans for such programs,

one notes that those spokesmen ma:-..e frequent reference to need for dealing with
"communication problems." . . . . One concern that is expressed by most Chicano spohcs-
ment addresses possible loss, on the part of the young enti7--administrator, of
Mexican-American cultural values.. Those spo'xesmem advise -she writer to ouilci in pro-
tections in the form of in-ser-Tice programs directed first; to the young Chicn.no cd-
ministrator, and then possibly also co non-Chicano 2gency uersomnel with whom tliat
person will work." Max Pi. Frane, 'Commanic2.tion, Adminitraion, zAad Minorit:,T Aj-
ministrators," Paper read before panel uf WeT:tern Politic:I science :.ssociation,
Portland, Oregon, March 24, 1:i2.



17.

concerning extents to which that person synthesizes inputs from the above two

kinds of commitments. Such research should be tied to other efforts to get at

operative attitudes and opinions among Chicano and other minority spokesmen.
19

One of the two prominent Mexican-American holders of office at the

federal level, Phillip V. Sanchez, was appointed Director of the Office of Lconomic

Opportunity after achieving a reputation as an excellent county chief administrative

officer.
20

From interviews in the research mentioned Footnote l6, the writer

feels that the Mexican-American scene is now entering a pl.ase in which the spot-

light is shifting to what might be called a post-Sanchez-type of Mexican-American.

That is, according to the above concept of dual commitment, there is now a call for

a Chicano administrator who will have Sanchez' qualities as an excellent administra-

tor, but he must also relate intimately :o Movimiento activistas.

3. An innovator and optimizer. The writer can not say at present whether

centrality of the above dual role will be supported by empirical data. The reader

should agree, however, that there is need for identification of critical behaviors

exhibited by the administrator of Mexican descent. As has been noted at various

junctures in this paper, one category of behaviors which is of interest has to do

with how that administrator deals effectively with conflicting demands. For the

present, such behaviors will be described as innovating and optimizing in nature.

The writer has stated that this paper is committed to importance of identifying and

dealing with elements of change. To the extent that a given minority entry-adminis-

trator has been influenced by a background of viewing established processes from

outside perspectives, it seems desirable to look to that person for new alterna-

tives for change. Put another way, his major contributions may have to do with

19
The writer goes in more detail into specific attitudes and opinions that

can be explored in connection with training Mexican-American entry-administrators in
"Communication, Administration, and Mexican-American Administrators," Paper read be-
fore panel of Rocky Mountain Social Science Association, Salt Lake City, Utah,
April 29, 1972.

20
The other well known appointee is Mrs. Ramona Banuelos who is Treasurer of

the United States. Mrs. Banuelos comes from a business background. She was president
of a Mexican food-packaging firm in south Los Angeles and founded the Pan American

National Bank located in the Los Angeles barrio.
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potentials for pointing to preii:doly unseen elements of ch:-..1.2 and new techniques

for dealing with cncnge. Such .;:ills se -Dm essentially inno-;rting, and it should be

useful to get additioral data on identifying related personality variables that

can be expanded upon in entry-administrator training pr')grams.

Such research uill hopefully garner data on a special kind of innovator

who finds ways of optimizing %ithin the hinds of conflict situations that seem to

go hand-in-hand with minority-oriented pro'grams. Of parLicular interest are be-

haviors by which a certain type of inf.cc,::tor bring.: about cgreement in the face

of what other people are inclined to deoribe as un% or confliot situations.

Better knowledge about that kind of inno-dtor-opLimi= hopeiully also give

clues for overcoming problems in colInccion with. the earlier discussed process

of "creaming the poor."

The writer chus IdjOh2:3 to .,ork L,owL.ra verification of relationships between

above kinds of input -ariables :n(. 014,:,nut cccomulishanents. Outputs may be viewed

in different terms, including s-aui3faction5 of dr-nanus from irmlividuals, as against

dealing with demands deriving from tie ac,uncy and its programs, as against satisfy-

ing demands from community and other publics. Learning: cbout critical behaviors

on the part of Mexican-American .1,,miiiistrators in those ccrinections will presumably

be incorporated into techniques for training administrators for Latin American

programs. Clarification concerning effects of variables that have bearing for

broader Spanish-speaking clienteles should in turf, give a beuer base for experi-

ments with cells for a range of treatments. i:eu combinr.tions of inputs that hove

desirable effects in such programs i_11 hopefull.y lead co useful new comparative

administration theor -p-dlntions or tc;c:- iqus;s for irannforrinc pror,,rc

and techniques from one cultnre



l9.

Summary

Black power has spinoff benefits in extents to which other minorities are

taking advantage of new techniques for par icipating in political process. Ex-

periences in connection with public administration of minority-oriented programs

should have broad implications. Learnings from programs constituting responses

to Chicanismo are of interest in view of applications for Spanish- speaking and

other clienteles in this country and Latin America. In broader terms, those learnings

should have meaning for jurisdictions in which clienteles and administrators are

viewed as reflecting attitudes and opinions associated with cultures diverging from

the American mainstream.

The writer is interested in identifying critical variables in administra-

tion of programs involving Mexican-Americans. The three points of focus discussed

above should help organize research addressed to those programs. That research

will presumably be complemented by empirical study of public administration aspects

of programs in Spanish-speaking uurisdietions in Latin America. Opportunities for

identification of critical personality and behavioral variables associated with

the administrator of Mexican desccht who innovates and optimizes in conflict situa-

tions are of particular interest. The writer believes that new data in these

connections will have impacts for theory and practice for training programs directed

to entry-administrators. Such data will also have broad implications for comparative

administration theory relating to ',,ransfer of practices and techniques between

different kinds of jurisdictions.


